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We are
Baucells
Specialists
in pork

+50
countries on
5 continents

+90.000
We export

tonnes
produced

+50%

Adaptable

of our output

+70%

of our turnover
is from exports

Specialists in pork since 1958
We have been specialists in the production of pork since 1958. We have been
breeders and producers of compound
feeds for over 50 years. Our knowledge
of the entire breeding cycle, as well as
the fattening and management of the
animals, allows us to sell the highest
quality meat with a guarantee of its origin. We are experts in the entire pork
production cycle. We aim to produce
high-quality pork, with the greatest social and environmental responsibility.
We have a qualified, professional team,
advanced technology and high-tech facilities that allow us to work with exactitude and certainty. We produce pork
precisely and responsibly

We are
Guarantee

Traceability

Safe meat

Custom cutting and
butchering personalitzat

Welfare
Origins

Nutrition

The animal’s welfare

Our experience as breeders and producers of feeds allows us to control the
entire production cycle and select the
most suitable specimens in each case.
Our expertise tells us that the origin of
the pork is essential for guaranteeing
the quality of the final product. We carefully select our pork suppliers.

We work shoulder to shoulder with our
suppliers to apply our knowledge of
breeding and fattening to determine the
breed, feeding and the optimum management of the animals. Working together allows us to obtain the type of meat
that our client wants to provide to their
consumers. We work with our suppliers
to provide high-quality pork to the end
consumer.

We are demanding throughout all the
stages of pork production and we pay
special attention to every aspect relating
to the animal’s welfare. We monitor and
make specific and thorough checks. We
manage the quality of life of our pork.

We are
Specialists
The foundation of our work: pork.
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My pork
Ability to adapt

Specialised cuts

Carefully presented

Our pork is versatile. We have the ability to adapt. Classification, based on
the different features of the carcasses,
allows us to standardise our pork in accordance with current market demand.
In addition, it allows us to respond to
concrete and specific demands. Every
piece of our pork receives our greatest
attention.

We are specialists. Our qualified and
specialist employees mean that we are
able to obtain the cut and boned pieces from any part of the animal with a
high-quality finish and in accordance
with the needs of current market demand. Our pork is the result of specialisation.

We follow the principle of taking care of
requirements down to the smallest detail and we want to showcase this. We
have a packaging area for preparing the
presentation of products, which we do
in an attractive manner, taking special
care when handling this process. We like
who we are, how we do it and we want to
show this. We like pork!

We are
Technology
Advanced Technology
Investment in technology and its improvement is part of the Baucells philosophy. Investing in technology means
having the necessary versatility to adapt
to the demands of the different markets.
Baucells uses advanced technology
which positively impacts our production
capacity and food safety and results in
better working conditions. High-tech facilities and a high level of efficiency and
control throughout the entire process
make Baucells a competitive company
in terms of the price-quality ratio.

Cutting Room
_Over 90,000 tonnes/year
_Classification of carcasses
_pH control
_Technical butchery
_Safety checks (X-ray and
metal detector)
_Guaranteed conditioning

Cold storage and
preservation
In order to maintain the original qualities
of the pork until they are ultimately consumed, Baucells uses cold storage. The
tunnel freezers, which are below -30º,
and the cold storage at -20º guarantee
the product’s perfect preservation and
long life in optimum conditions until the
pork arrives with the clien.

We are
Quality
Guarantee

Traceability

We work to provide the greatest guarantees in terms of the safety and quality
assurance of the meat that we produce.
With this aim, we apply a Food Safety
Management System that connects the
efforts of everyone involved in the production chain. The production process
that we follow at Baucells is from the
purchase of raw materials to the sale of
high-quality pork, all in compliance with
the applicable legislation in the sector.

We enable active communication and
collaboration between those responsible for each stage of the production
process in order to identify and control
possible risks. We collaborate closely
with feed manufacturers, pork suppliers
and veterinary services.

We are
Into the world
Five continents and over
50 countries
Clients from over 50 countries on 5 continents trust in the quality of our pork
and in our versatility to adapt to the delivery regulations and requirements specific to each area. At the moment, 70%
of our turnover at Baucells is from exports and we export 50% of our output.
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